
WED MAY 4 4P-6:30P
TECHSQUARE LABS  •  859 SPRING STREET NW, ATLANTA, GA 30308

IoT LECTURES, DEMOS & NETWORKING
FREE ATTENDANCE & REFRESHMENTS
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What the Heck is IoT?
Whether you’re 15 or 75, your life is increasingly 
affected by “smart” devices that we use to 
understand and control what’s going on around 
us. Come learn about the “sensorification” of our 
world and the impact that the interconnection 
of these devices will have on every person, 
building, city, industry, and company.

Forrest Pace
AIG
The Emerging Risks and Benefits of IoT
Sensors will transform how businesses make 
data-driven decisions. What factors should 
companies consider when deploying sensors 
in the workplace? Can a worker be punished 
because of data collected from an IoT object? 
We’ll examine these questions and much more.
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Demo: Wireless security penetration testing and 
the tools utilized in the 2.4 MHz range, a multi-
radio concept, and voice control of multiple retail 
IOT products and integration to other platforms.

Polyglot Programming
Demo: Smartphone controlled, low power, sensor 
based wearable solutions ranging from a Twitter 
controlled smart shirt to a custom heart rate sensor.

Movinture + EngeniusMicro
Demo: A special collaboration to demonstrate a 
visualized transportation solution that includes 
inputs from discrete and connected sensors.

ParkENT Cycles
Demo: A new electronic bike rack where users simply 
push their bike into the rack, activate it with a paired 
phone app, key card, or attached kiosk, and the bike 
rack locks the wheel and frame of the bicycle.

Cytilife
Demo: GTlyfe Application that is being rolled 
out at Georgia Tech. Additionally, a broader 
prototype that simulates services based on 
data received from fixed and mobile sensors

Nomad Candy
Demo: Pic Punk is a 360 event photo viewing 
and sharing application that crowd sources 
pictures for collective screen sharing.

atLORAnta
Demo: Showcasing leading technology for 
a low power, wide area network of battery 
powered things in the Atlanta area.

VeriSolutions
Demo: VeriTemp is a temperature monitoring 
solution that helps companies to prevent 
inventory loss, improve operational 
efficiencies, and ensure customer safety.

eChain Technology
Demo: Low-cost RFID technology capabilities. Physical item movements trigger automatic updates to 
our cloud inventory management application, providing unique item traceability and real-time visibility.


